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had, it appears, been sending to his court false reports that were very
unfavourable to Russia. Kalushkin was also instructed to ascertain and
report upon Nadir's real intentions.1
Kalushkin reported to St. Petersburg that the Shah was very independent
and that it was much more difficult to speak to him than it had formerly
been. He said :
" The new Nebuchadnezzar has been rendered quite mad by his triumphs. He
says: ' It was not difficult for me to conquer all India. ... If I move with only one
leg I take India; if I move with both legs, I shall conquer the whole world!' "
Although Kalushkin found that Nadir was hostile to Turkey, he could
not be sure that he would always remain friendly to Russia.8
After a brief halt in Tehran, Nadir went on to Qazvin. It is noteworthy
that Rida Quli did not accompany his father beyond the former place,
Mirza Madhi, writing very guardedly, merely said that the prince was
ordered to remain in Tehran, " of which province the revenues were to be
his "8; this was evidently a euphemistic way of indicating that Rida Quli
was in disgrace. It is not clear whether the Shah already suspected his
son of having instigated, or been privy to, the attempt upon his life or
whether he merely wished to punish him for his injudicious behaviour as
Viceroy and on certain subsequent occasions.
While Nadir was at Qazvin, Giv Amilakhor and another Georgian
chief arrived with the news that the Lazgis had ravaged Kartli ; Nadir
was greatly enraged and became, if possible, even more determined
than ever to punish the Lazgis. He reappointed Giv Amilakhor Eristav
of Ksan, and dispatched a strong force of Afghans and other troops to
that district, where heavy fighting ensued.4
During his stay in Qazvin, Nadir was obliged (in fulfilment of a promise
made at Delhi) to allow his capable Indian physician, 'Alavi Khan, to leave
his service, in order to perform the pilgrimage to Mecca ; 'Abdu'l-Karim
Kashmiri, the author of the Bayan, left the Shah's service at the same time
and accompanied his countryman. Deprived of 'Alavi Khan's medical
skill and his restraining influence, Nadir's physical condition and mental
state soon noticeably deteriorated, and his ferocious outbursts of rage,
which for some time had occurred only at rare intervals, became regrettably
frequent.*
1Soloviev, Vol. XXI, pp. 84 and 85.
*IUd., pp. 84-86.
* T.N., p. 229. Bratishchev (op. (At., p. 487) relates that Nadir treated his son kindly at Tehran
and that he gave him no post and left him behind ostensibly because he wished to free
him from the toils of the forthcoming campaign. The Shah, however, ordered two of his
most reliable eunuchs to remain with the prince, in order that they might, to outward
seeming, look after his health, but in reality, spy upon
'Papouna Orbelian, H. te la G., Vol. II, Part II, pp. 58-61.
'B*y>«*, folL 66 (b) and 99 (b).

